Personal Identification Using Ears Based on Statistical Features
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Abstract

Biometrics is an automated method of recognizing a person based on physiological (e.g. face, iris, or retina) or behavioral (e.g. gait, signature, or dynamic keystrokes) characteristics. Ear recognition is one of the physiological biometrics' types that have been gaining interested in the recent years. Ear recognition, achieves good accuracy and has many advantages such as it is not affected by expressions, health, and it is more stable than many other biometrics. However, it has many challenges such as the pose of the face, lighting variation, occlusion with hair or clothes.

In this research, four proposed models are used to identify people using ear images. The first model used single feature extraction method based on single classifier. While, the second model used single feature extraction method based on multi-classifiers. The third model used feature combination techniques (parallel or serial) based on single classifier. Finally, in the fourth model multi-features and multi-classifiers are used. In this research, there are four methods that are used to extract the features, namely, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Neural networks, decision tree, and minimum distance classifiers are used to classify the unknown samples.

The occlusion problem with hair or scarves is one of the big challenges of the ear recognition systems. In this research, segmentation technique is proposed to neglect the occluded part and solve the occlusion problem. The idea of the segmentation technique is based on dividing the ear images into different parts. The occluded part/s is neglected and the rest of the parts are used to identify people based on features fusion and classifiers fusion. The segmentation technique consists of two main types, namely, uniform or non-uniform segmentation techniques. In this research, the uniform segmentation technique is used for many experiments (horizontal, vertical, and grid). All the four proposed models are applied to all ear segments to investigate the power of each model and to achieve a high accuracy.

In this research, ear database images is used. The ear dataset consists of 102 grayscale images (6 images for each of 17 subjects) in PGM format [1].
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The proposed models are achieved good identification rates using ear images. In the first model, the best accuracy achieved using LDA and neural network classifier. The results of the first model ranged from 64.12% to 100%. In the second model, many classifiers are fused to increase the recognition rate. In this method, two methods are used, namely, Borda count and majority voting. The results of this model ranged from 94.12% to 96.08%. In the third model, the features using two different methods, namely serial and parallel are combined. The results of this model prove that the serial combination is more powerful than parallel combination. Finally, in the fourth model, two features and two classifiers are fused to get one decision. The accuracy of this model is approximately the same of the third model, and it does not achieve good results because there is a diversity between different classifiers. Moreover, the proposed segmentation model achieved good results when some parts of the ear images are occluded.
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